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Pacific Barista Series 

Created with barista’s in mind, these products are specifically designed to make your beverages taste 

and look their best. They serve as building blocks for beverage inspiration, offering versatility without 

comprising the taste your customers demand. 

 

 

Mapleline Farms 

Mapleline Farm is a family owned and operated dairy, committed to providing the freshest, all natural 

milk you can find.  What sets our milk apart from others is we produce and bottle our milk right on the 

farm and our Jerseys produce rich and creamy milk that you and your family are sure to love! 

 

 

Monin Gourmet Flavoring products are the premium flavor choice worldwide. Made with the finest 

ingredients and authentic flavors, each product is made with a total commitment to quality and 

providing flavor solutions. 
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Califia Farms squeezes and presses fruits and nuts from the orchards of the San Joaquin Valley to bring 

you beautifully bottled goodness – all proudly boasting the Non-GMO Project Verified Label. Califia 

Farms Barista series almond milk is specially crafted to foam wonderfully in all coffee drinks. 

 

 

Carlson Orchards is committed to making the highest quality orchard products available in the New 

England market. All of our products are wholesome, delicious, and carry our recognizable brand-name of 

local excellence. Carlson Orchards Premium Blend Cider is made from only the freshest apples available-

- grown mostly here in New England. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.califiafarms.com/
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We always use nature’s purest form of sweetness — HONEY! We always use whole ingredients. 
We always say NO to extracts and preservatives.  Our flavors always come from nature: fresh pressed 

juices, natural herbs and spices 
 
 

 

 

Spindrift Soda 

Spindrift hopes to change how America experiences sodas. We start with triple purified sparkling water, 

fresh squeezed fruit or berry purée (pulp and all!), and a dash of cane juice. No syrups, no juice 

concentrates no additives, no preservatives. The result is a light, refreshing, delicious soda. So what 

makes spindrift taste so much better? 

NEVER:       ALWAYS: 

Juice From Concentrate     Fresh Squeezed Fruit and Crushed Berries 

Artificial Sweeteners     Refreshing 

Preservatives; Artificial Flavors    Made with Triple Filtered Water 

 


